Future multiservice networks will be extremely large and complex. Novel management solutions will be required to minimise management costs. Active networking enables management to be delegated to network users. An active network based management solution for multiservice networking is presented.
Introduction
Usage of multi-service networks is increasing rapidly. At the same time the number of services offered is growing exponentially, along with the associated management costs. To minimise the cost and complexity of this large distributed system, novel approaches to system and service management are required.
We have designed and partially implemented an active management solution for multi-service networks based on Application Layer Active Networking. Our system provides an extensible service that enables users to specify their configuration, monitoring and notification requirements to network devices using policies. Each policy specifies a subject (the policy interpreter), a target list (the objects to be changed if the policy is activated), an action list (the things to be done to each target) and the authorisation code, id and reply address of the originator. The policies are named using a universal policy name, which is also part of the policy.
The names currently take the form upn:originator idmbject. target-list. last-modfied-time and are llkely to be globally unique. The policies are multicast to relevant hosts, where they are received by a management agent, and stored in a local policy store if the appropriate key is present (i.e. a key associated with a role authorised to supply policies to the target device). The management agent has an extensible table of authorisation policies to enable this decision. Roles are allocated by storing the appropriate key on the users smart card. A policy addressed to the management agent can consist of a number of component policies, each of which specify the subject (normally an object oriented program) intended to use it as part of their rule-base. The policy store has a table of policies for each registered subject and the local agent will store the component policies in the appropriate parts of the database.
Further details
The management agent receives policies from any managers who send them, and stores them in the policy store if authorised by the managers role. It also informs the Figure 1 shows the management facilities required at each host.
0-7803-5864-3 0 2000 IEEE subject(s) and associated management facilities of the update to the store and generates an event recording the change in the event log. The subject will then enact the policy. For example the policy may specify the subject must record each usage instance for a particular interface that it supports. The default target is the local event log so the subject must forward the usage data to the event logger. The event logger will generate an event from the base data, adding a timestamp, a sequence number, an event class, a time to live, the source object and the generating policy name(s). The event logger must also inform the filter service that the event has occurred if it has a policy requesting it to do so for events matching the one it has just created. The filter service has a set of policies regarding notification of events to interested managers, e.g. is encryption required, which events should be sent (thresholding), should they be sent real time or in batches, is interval detection or combination detection required, etc. These policies can reference interfaces offered by the management facility or additional objects supplied by the originating manager. Once any preprocessing has been performed the filter service then forwards the event to the despatch service. The despatch service has policies indicating the QoS required for transmitting the event, and invokes the appropriate protocol wrapper and identifies the destination address list before sending the notification. The address list is identified using a name server (not shown in the figure) . The name server maintains a list of subjects, targets, policies, and manager ids registered at the local node. Each list resolves to the address(es) of the entities. In the case of managers the address could be a multicast address the manager obtained from the information management system.
The current status is that we have implemented the information distribution system and the policy store, but have not yet implemented the management agent. We anticipate an initial implementation will be available in the next few months enabling the full architecture to be experimentally validated. In the meantime we are confident we have created a system that offers a significant enhancement over current SNMP based systems, that is much better suited to the needs of a customer driven, active multiservice network.
